District 3 February 24th Meeting
@ Gilermos Pizza Place 10:00am

Meeting called to order at 10:10am Kelso, Woodland, Battleground, North Thurston, and Camus all
present Kurt is in Elma Judging district 2 meet Jeff is on his way to take Kurt place.

Jolene passed out a tentative schedule for meet #2 and #3 to incorporate the make up of meet #1
events, after a lengthy discussion about the sorting pins we agreed on the schedule as presented. All
teams will need to have a couple people out helping Kelso and Thurston set up the cow chutes.

Meet haul in will be on Wednesday make sure teams know how to set up their events they are running
so we can make this very busy meet run a little quicker. Judge Pam is questionable about doing the
Thursday meet in March. Joann can’t do Thursday so she will be moving to meet three. John can’t
judge meet one make up on the Thursday (Jolene will confirm). Meet two performance judge waiting to
hear back from, the cow vender has confirmed we are good and the venue has agreed for us to start on
Wednesday for both meets for haul in with competition starting on Thursday. Denis has not responded
back with a price but should be cheaper overall.

Shavings are much more then we budgeted for so unless Elma feed gives us a great discount everyone
will need to bring their own bedding.

We need to check with Trisha on Misc. Photos since meet one was postponed.
Opening ceremonies, we will double up on the flags except for the team flags, opening ceremonies will
begin at 5:00pm on Wednesday. Drill practice is on Wednesday as per the original first meet schedule.
We will decide later for the meet in April as to if the practice will be longer or if we will be able to
squeeze in a second practice since we will be doing drill twice next meet.

Meet Two event sheets need to be turned in to Jolene by March 4th. The question came up as to
weather someone could add an event for meet one and we said no that those events were already
submitted back in February and no changes would be made however you could add a new event to
meet two and three even if you weren’t signed up for meet one.

We talked about that with as busy as our meet is going to be that we will not be doing any of the extra
activities like the lip sync or the bi rangle fundraiser. We discussed that maybe each team could get a
$100 scholarship to put in to the scholarship fund.

A question was brought back up as to what the gate was in trail and in hand trail and working rancher
and it has been determined to be a rope gate. Trail set up has been changed in just to where the
dimensions had started it possibly has been updated on line. A complete book for patterns will be
available for set up.

April reported that our October minutes did show that we approved $1710.00 for the sound system so
we need to reimburse Kurt back the money he covered.

Forms for stalls and camping will need to be sent in to Jolene, if you get an actual tack stall there is no
charge if you get a stall and use it as a tack stall it’s a charge of $15.00 per day.

Rebecca’s Address for payment is:
14305 NE 333rd ST
Battleground, WA 98604

See you all at the meet come rain or shine or SNOW!

